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	While there is a lot of appreciation for backend and distributed systems challenges, there tends to be less empathy for why mobile development is hard when done at scale.

	

	This book collects challenges engineers face when building iOS and Android apps at scale, and common ways to tackle these. By scale, we mean having numbers of users in the millions and being built by large engineering teams.

	

	For mobile engineers, this book is a blueprint for modern app engineering approaches. For non-mobile engineers and managers, it is a resource with which to build empathy and appreciation for the complexity of world-class mobile engineering.

	

	The book covers iOS and Android mobile app challenges on these dimensions:

	

	• Challenges due to the unique nature of mobile applications compared to the web, and to the backend.

	

	• App complexity challenges. How do you deal with increasingly complicated navigation patterns? What about non-deterministic event combinations? How do you localize across several languages, and how do you scale your automated and manual tests?

	

	• Challenges due to large engineering teams. The larger the mobile team, the more challenging it becomes to ensure a consistent architecture. If your company builds multiple apps, how do you balance not rewriting everything from scratch while moving at a fast pace, over waiting on “centralized” teams?

	

	• Cross-platform approaches. The tooling to build mobile apps keeps changing. New languages, frameworks, and approaches that all promise to address the pain points of mobile engineering keep appearing. But which approach should you choose? Flutter, React Native, Cordova? Native apps? Reuse business logic written in Kotlin, C#, C++ or other languages?

	

	• What engineering approaches do “world-class” mobile engineering teams choose in non-functional aspects like code quality, compliance, privacy, compliance, or with experimentation, performance, or app size?
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Pharmaceutical Innovation: Incentives, Competition, and Cost-Benefit Analysis in International PerspectiveCambridge University Press, 2007

	The pharmaceutical industry worldwide is a rapidly burgeoning industry contributing to growth of gross domestic product and employment. Technological change in this field has been very rapid, with many new products being introduced. For this reason in part, health care budgets throughout the world have increased dramatically, eliciting...
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Beginning Joomla! Web Site Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009

	By programmers for programmers-the essential beginner's guide to building websites with Joomla!


	Want to build and maintain dynamic websites without having to learn HTML and CSS? Joomla! open-source web content management system and this beginner's guide are all you need. This book walks you step-by-step through the...
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Management Information Systems (12th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	We wrote this book for business school students who want an in-depth look at
	how today's business firms use information technologies and systems to
	achieve corporate objectives. Information systems are one of the major tools
	available to business managers for achieving operational excellence, developing
	new products and services,...
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Processing Fruits: Science and Technology, Second EditionCRC Press, 2004
The 2nd edition of this book provides comprehensive and current information on a wide variety of fruits and processing techniques plus advances in scientific research and regulatory requirements.
 - Food Science and Technology Abstracts, Vol. 37 (1), 2005

This thorough and well-documented work deserves a place in the library of any...
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Rome in the PyreneesRoutledge, 2007
Written by an acknowledged authority on this period and region, this is the first full-length book published in English of the archaeological and historical evidence for an important Roman town in Gaul, Lugdunum in the French Pyrenees, and for its surrounding people the Convenae.
Drawing from the extensive excavation that he has carried out on...
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Mathematical Methods in Image Reconstruction (Monographs on Mathematical Modeling and Computation)SIAM, 2001

	Since the advent of computerized tomography in radiology, many imaging techniques have been introduced in medicine, science, and technology. This book describes the state of the art of the mathematical theory and numerical analysis of imaging. The authors survey and provide a unified view of imaging techniques, provide the necessary...
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